Global Day of Parents – 1st June
Dear Sweet Children,
“Appreciate all parents throughout the world” is the theme of Global
Day of Parents 2021. This theme is the endorsement of parents
struggles and sacrifices towards their children across the world.

2021 Theme: Families and New Technologies
Following up on the theme of the 59th session of the Commission for
Social Development: “Socially just transition towards sustainable
development: the role of digital technologies on social development
and well-being of all” the 2021 observance of the International Day of
Families focuses on the impacts of new technologies on the wellbeing of families.
Megatrends, including new technologies, demographic shifts, rapid
urbanization, and migration trends, as well as climate change, have
been dramatically shaping our world.
The prolonged COVID-19 pandemic demonstrated the importance of
digital technologies for work, education and communication. The

pandemic has accelerated technological changes that had already
been under way both in society and at work, including the expanded
use of digital platforms and related technological innovations like
cloud computing and the use of big data and algorithms.
In preparation for the Thirtieth Anniversary of the International Year
of the Family, 2024 (IYF+30) the United Nations aims to raise
awareness of megatrends noted above and responsive familyoriented policies to tackle their effects.
In 2012, the UN General Assembly declared the first ever Global Day
of Parents. Since then, it has been held annually on June 1 to honor
parental units around the world. Being a parent is one of the most
universal experiences, but it’s definitely not a walk in the park. For
one, it has its challenges long before kids are even born. With many
complications resulting from pregnancy, just having a healthy parent
is something to be grateful for. And while many of us didn’t
appreciate being nagged to clean our rooms, someone had to help us
fight off the dust bunny invasion. Honestly, if we had never learned
to handle tiny responsibilities like that, we would have no hope of
coping with the adult world. So let us use this day to say thanks to our
first teachers and nurturers.
Parents are a beacon of a child’s life. They lay the foundation for
children, and nurture and equip them with the skills that are
necessary throughout life. Parents protect their children and make
countless selfless sacrifices to ensure their growth.
On Global Day of Parents, children express their gratitude to their
parents for all that they have done for them. Really, our relationship
with our parents is the most important and true bond that most of us
will ever have, and our parents’ dedication towards us is respected

and cherished on this day. Those of us who have a friendship with our
parents and are able to have a healthy relationship based on trust and
respect rather than authority or strict guardianship are lucky. It is truly
a blessing to have good parents.
It goes both ways, with parents also recognizing that they have a
primary responsibility towards their offspring and the importance of
their roles in the development of their children. It is essential for a
child to grow up in a healthy environment with healthy boundaries,
and parents are the best role models for that. Studies show that
trauma and emotional wounds sustained by a child greatly hinders
their development and outlook on life, and is an overall barrier to
achieving the U.N.’s Sustainable Development Goals. It may not seem
much at face value, but parenting has an impact on economic
prosperity and social development.
During the 1980s, the United Nations started to focus on issues
related to the family, and how the emotional- and mental well-being
of a child branches out into other spheres of development on a large
scale. On December 9, 1989, the General Assembly passed a
resolution that proclaimed the year 1994 as the International Year of
the Family. In another resolution in 1993, May 15 was decided on as
the day for the observance of the International Day of the Families,
every year.
On September 17, 2012, the United Nations declared June 1 as the
day to observe Global Day of Parents. The day aims to stimulate
awareness on the importance of parenthood and its role in providing
protection and the tools needed for positive development in children.
Parents are, after all, the first teachers and human interaction that a
child is exposed to. Community leaders, parents, children, teachers,

and family organizations get together in celebrating the day and
promoting effective parenting.
Campaigns and educational programs are also widely hosted for
parents and to encourage stability within nuclear families. Related
organizations also use this day to promote the model of a two-parent
nuclear family.

